School news
Prefects Training Day
On Monday 4th
July, the Prefects
and
Senior
Prefects
embarked on a
trip to Ufton
Court
for
a
training
and
leadership day.
Beforehand, we
had been sent a
questionnaire to
fill out, on which
we had to pick one word out of four which we felt
best described ourselves. Then we counted the
total amount of ticks in each of the four columns
and were assigned a letter: C, B, S or T.
On arrival at Ufton Court, we were told that each
letter referred to a personality group. Everyone
was either a Circle, Box, Squiggle or Triangle, some
people were even two or three different groups.
From the Triangles who were strong leaders, to
Circles who were just generally kind and caring, the
questionnaire returned interestingly accurate
results and almost everyone agreed with the shape
that they had been assigned.
We were all divided into ten groups, each with a
mix of the four personality types to make perfectly
balanced teams. Then each group had to undertake
different tasks. There were activities involving
being blindfolded and relying on another person in
your group to guide you, as well as team work

exercises and building trebuchets and cars.
After lunch in the grounds, we returned to our cars
and trebuchets and everyone in the teams
suggested ideas on how we could improve the
prototypes and make them better and stronger.
We began by improving the cars, where we
proceeded to race them against each other, one
person pushing, one person riding, and a fair few of
them falling apart. We ended by improving the
trebuchets, we did this especially quickly by
applying our new team work skills. Then we used
them to launch wet sponges across the lawn at
each other, which soon became a massive water
fight.
Despite the hilariously chaotic water fight and all
the fun we had, we still learned a lot about how
different personality traits are all important
components to a team and how best to utilise
them, as well as learning a lot about ourselves and
our own personalities.
Katie Smith (12JBA)

